The new social seating programme features a complete collection of modular elements that offer endless flexibility in functionality and configuration. Re-seeing implementation of the New World of Work and the emergence of Generation Y into the workplace are creating major changes in the office landscape. Fixed work places at traditional desks in box-based offices are having to make way for Open Office set-ups with a variety of furniture for work and discussion purposes. Modern offices are characterised by a shift towards activity-related work places instead of job-related work places. By supporting all possible activities and functionalities in 1 representative range of furniture, Markant has made it possible to combine authorship and usability. The Works programme has been specifically developed to comply with all needs in modern office-environments.

In principle, Works is a chair that, via pleasant use of endlessly adjustable elements and the addition of accompanying intelligent components, is able to furnish entire office settings in its own right. Works is a comprehensive social seating programme with functionality ranging from a simple waiting seat to a complete video conferencing room for 10 or more people.

The principle behind Works is simple: seats are upright or 90° and are all available in 2 height versions. Thanks to the intelligent design, the elements can be easily configured in any combination. "Smart in/out" the Smart Box and Go-Between can also be easily connected to the seating elements. This makes it possible to create comprehensive office landscapes where users are able to work, conduct informal discussions and hold meetings. Thanks electricity and data interfaces, as well as compatibility for video conferencing, Works is a total solution for the office of today.

Concentration; communication; working alone, with a colleague or in a team; Works enables you to create your own work environment.
MEETING
The Workways Meeting Table is a table that can be integrated into the seating elements or be used as stand-alone elements. The upholstered edges give the table a unique appearance and the extension set helps to create a Video Conference location.

LIGHTING
The various lighting types used in Workways complement the overall programme. The Light Shade with adjustable height provides extra atmosphere in professional office environments and is a landmark in Open Offices. The recessed and directional Reading light is an effectively designed light source that serves as work lighting and offers users perfect assistance in all circumstances.

PLUG & PLAY
Electricity and data connections can be integrated into the various elements to help users with their activities in every configuration of the Workways landscape. Concealed neatly out of sight; with extra storage space for cables and other unsightly electricity features. Laptop, telephone charger and network connection: work can be carried out everywhere!

CORNER
The principle behind Workways is simple: seats are upright or 90° and are all available in 3 height variations. Thanks to the intelligent design, these elements can be endlessly configured in any combination. A dynamic office setting is created because the height of elements can be adjusted. In order to ensure the highest level of comfort, all seating elements feature various layers of foam and separate back cushions.

GREEN BOX
It has been scientifically proven that plants have a positive impact on walls climate. Plants not only help to create a homely and relaxed atmosphere, but are also essential for a healthy indoor climate. A Green Box allows you to bring plants into the work place.

STORAGE
Because office workers have permanent need for storage, Workways offers complete storage for day-to-day activities. Shelf space for storing files with personal notes, briefly concealing a tablet or temporarily storing a mobile phone during a meeting. Naturally, it can also be storage space for magazines in waiting rooms and a handy place to put an early morning coffee while starting up one’s laptop.
MEDIA INTEGRATION

To offer modern office workers the best possible support, the Workways collection features intelligent elements equipped with electricity, data connections and lighting. The Smart Box and the Go-Between feature power sockets with 2x 230V and 2x USB connections, which can be discretely incorporated into an area easily accessible from a seated position while simultaneously offering solutions for extension cable lengths. These elements feature wooden accents to create a welcoming appearance. Cable management is supplied as a standard feature.

LIGHTING

Lighting plays an important role in the office landscape. It helps to create atmosphere, but is also essential for safeguarding productivity by supplying the light needed to perform the work in question. The high Go-Between elements feature a Reading Light: revolving and directional lighting that users can adjust according to preference and requirements. This light shade is an element that provides atmospheric lighting for the Smart Box or Workways table elements. The attractive light shade and the adjustable stand ensure that light can be perfectly modified to suit the surroundings. Naturally, all lights feature energy-efficient light sources.

ELECTRICITY

In order to comply with the latest needs and preferences, it is essential to integrate media into the office landscape. Various Workways elements make it possible to place monitors and connect laptops. By intelligent use of the flexibility offered by Workways, it is possible to create complete video conferencing rooms, including meeting tables, for any number of participants. The Workways elements feature enough cable channels for combinations of VGA, HDMI and USB cables and can be fitted with extra connection points.

FRAME

The Workways elements feature 4 high quality, chrome legs as standard. On individual elements, the legs have been placed in the corners for optimal stability and aesthetics. For connected elements, it is possible to place the legs further inwards to create an illusion of greater space and to give the impression that elements are floating. The height of the legs has been selected to make it easy to connect and disconnect the elements, and to make the table accessible for cleaning purposes.

ACOUSTICS

Noise can be a major environmental factor in open office landscapes. Excessive surround noise could be a problem or some conversations may only be intended for the concerned parties. In both cases, the issue relates to acoustics in the immediate surrounding. By implementing different dimensions and materials, Workways can be used to create natural acoustic barriers in office landscapes. The Ear Chair and the Silent Chair offer users extra acoustic protection, whereby permitting maximum concentration. The Phone-Booth make it possible to have telephone conversations within dynamic environments, in a peaceful and private manner.

GREEN BOX

All the box Workways elements have specific functions. The Square is a versatile seating element, the Smart Box makes it possible to add intelligence to the most basic seat types and the Coffee Box introduces storage and shelf space into the workplace. The Green Box is another essential part of the office landscape. Productivity is demonstrably increased by introducing living green elements into office environments. It not only helps to create atmosphere, but plants also improve the office climate by taking in and breaking down toxic substances.
MEETING AND WAITING ROOM COMBINATIONS

4x Arm Chair Low + 2x Coffee Bar Unit
4x Arm Chair Low + Meeting Table
4x Outside Corner Low
4x Outside Corner Low + 2x Smart Box + 2x Straight Low + 2x Divider + 2x Light Shade

4x Corner Low + 2x Side Table
4x Corner Low + Meeting Table + Light Shade
4x Corner High
3x Corner Mid + 3x Square
WORKWAYS ELEMENTEN

CORNER LOW
- Seating element with low back
- Corner version (height: 73 cm)
- 123 x 123 x 88 cm

CORNER MID
- Seating element with mid back
- Corner version (height: 73 cm)
- 123 x 123 x 88 cm

CORNER HIGH
- Seating element with high back
- Corner version (height: 130 cm)
- 123 x 123 x 88 cm

ARM CHAIR
- Low armchair (height: 73 cm)
- 91 x 64 x 80 cm

SILK CHAIR
- High armchair (height: 130 cm)
- 91 x 64 x 80 cm

STRAIGHT LOW
- Seating element with low back
- Straight version (height: 73 cm)
- 123 x 123 x 88 cm

STRAIGHT MID
- Seating element with mid back
- Straight version (height: 73 cm)
- 123 x 123 x 88 cm

STRAIGHT HIGH
- Seating element with high back
- Straight version (height: 130 cm)
- 123 x 123 x 88 cm

GO BETWEEN LOW
- Multi-functional element with low back
- Electricity and lighting optional (height: 73 cm)
- 123 x 206 x 88 cm

GO BETWEEN MID
- Multi-functional element with mid back
- Electricity and lighting optional (height: 73 cm)
- 123 x 206 x 88 cm

GO BETWEEN HIGH
- Multi-functional element with high back
- Electricity and lighting optional (height: 130 cm)
- 123 x 206 x 88 cm

OUTSIDE CORNER LOW
- Seating element with low back
- Outside corner version, left (height: 73 cm)
- 123 x 206 x 88 cm

OUTSIDE CORNER MID
- Seating element with mid back
- Outside corner version, left (height: 73 cm)
- 123 x 206 x 88 cm

OUTSIDE CORNER HIGH
- Seating element with high back
- Outside corner version, left (height: 130 cm)
- 123 x 206 x 88 cm

OUTSIDE CORNER LEFT HIGH
- Seating element with low back
- Outside corner version, light (height: 73 cm)
- 123 x 206 x 88 cm

OUTSIDE CORNER RIGHT HIGH
- Seating element with mid back
- Outside corner version, light (height: 73 cm)
- 123 x 206 x 88 cm

OUTSIDE CORNER LEFT MID
- Seating element with high back
- Outside corner version, light (height: 130 cm)
- 123 x 206 x 88 cm

OUTSIDE CORNER RIGHT MID
- Seating element with low back
- Outside corner version, right (height: 73 cm)
- 123 x 206 x 88 cm

OUTSIDE CORNER LEFT LOW
- Seating element with mid back
- Outside corner version, right (height: 73 cm)
- 123 x 206 x 88 cm

OUTSIDE CORNER RIGHT LOW
- Seating element with high back
- Outside corner version, right (height: 130 cm)
- 123 x 206 x 88 cm

SILTEX CHAIR
- Adjustable armchair
- 123 x 73 x 80 cm

LIGHT SHADE
- Adjustable lighting fixture
- For Go Between and High
- Including 2x LED light sources

SQUARE
- For seating element
- Available in black
- 91 x 91 cm

SHEET BOX
- Multi-functional element
- 100 cm (39"")
- Includes storage
- With lighting (optional)
- 91 x 91 cm

GREEN BOX
- Storage element
- 100 cm (39"")
- Available in black
- 91 x 91 cm

STAND TABLE
- Table element
- Available in black
- 91 cm

SIDE TABLE
- Table element
- Available in black
- 45 cm

METING TABLE
- Table element (standing)
- Available in black
- 123 cm

EXTENSION MID
- Extension for (standing) meeting table
- Also suitable for table in a meeting
- 123 x 206 cm

EXTENSION MID
- Extension for (standing) meeting table
- Also suitable for table in a meeting
- 123 x 206 cm

PHONE BOOTH
- Wall element
- Available in black
- 123 x 91 cm

READING LAMP
- Work lighting fixture
- For Go Between and High
- For use with LED light sources
- 91 x 91 cm

LCD MOUNT
- Mount for monitor
- Suitable for 16"- and 18"- size screens
- For use with Go Between and High
- For use with Drilled or wall
- 60 cm (24"") extension

CABLE KIT
- Cable kit for Go Between and SmartBox
- Suitable for 200 cm or 200 cm
- For use with SmartBox and High
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